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1 Introduction 

Work Package 7 develops an intelligent and collaborative system for the extraction of structured 

information from images of historical documents related to companies’ financial and economic activities. 

The system focuses on printed serial sources related to listed companies such as stock exchange yearbooks 

and price lists. In the deliverable D7.1, we provided general software libraries, which can be used to build 

different prototypes of document recognition and understanding systems adapted to different kinds of 

documents. This milestone M7.1 is composed of the first version of two recognition systems: one for 

yearbook information extraction, and one for price list data extraction. Those systems have been 

applied to several corpora:  the German Yearbook 1913-1914 (Handbuch der deutschen 

Aktiengesellschaften), the French Desfossés Yearbook 1962, the official price lists for Brussels 1912 and 

Paris 1961-1962, which are part of the document samples dataset validated by the Steering Committee. 

This document samples dataset is made of three yearbooks, three stock price lists, with three different 

languages, on three time periods: before WWI, interwar and post WWII. The two remaining corpora are 

the Spanish yearbook 1929-1930 and the official price lists for Madrid 1934. 

Details on the evaluation of those two systems have been presented in the deliverable D7.2. 

 

2 Yearbook Information Extraction system 

A generic pipeline of processes that can run similarly on the various Yearbooks that are considered within 

the consortium has been implemented (see Figure 1 below). Inputs of the pipeline are images of 

documents and outputs are information attached to each company the Yearbook is reporting on. The 

information that is to be extracted from the yearbooks is structured in rubrics composed of lists of named 

entities (i.e. list of person names, as is the case of the “governing board” rubric), or lists of linked named 

entities (i.e. [date, amount, currency] as is the case of the “capital” rubric). This pipeline (see Figure 1) is 

composed of optical character recognition (OCR) followed by layout analysis including table detection and 

recognition (IRISA), followed by text analysis for named entities extraction (LITIS). For the experiments 

conducted so far, a general-purpose industrial OCR was used and proved to give sufficiently good results 

so that LITIS and IRISA mostly concentrated on the extraction process of rubrics and tables (IRISA), and 

linked named entities extraction in yearbooks (LITIS). 
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Figure 1: Overview of the generic Information extraction pipeline in yearbooks. 

2.1 Text Blocks Selection by Document Structure Recognition (Task 7.2) 

2.1.1 System  

In this section, we first present the improvement of the component detectors provided in D7.1, then we 

detail the system for the structural analysis of yearbooks. We focus on the specific cases of tables and 

balance sheets.  

A. Component detectors and tools 

In D7.1 we introduced a library containing tools to extract the structure of different documents found in 

financial yearbooks and price lists. 

This library is shared with a national French economics project (ANR HBDEX - Exploitation of Big Historical 

Data for the Digital Humanities: application to financial data) and includes tools such as: 

- recognition of table rulings; 

- recognition of table separators without rulings: logical separators of columns and rows in tables 

which do not contain physical rulings; 

- localization of text lines; 

- contextual segmentation of text lines: reconstruction of fragmented text lines inside a same 

column and segmentation of these lines depending on the tabular structure; 

- connection with a commercial OCR. 

Since D7.1, these tools have been enriched and improved to be more efficient and more flexible. 

One notable addition is a new grammar dedicated to line alignments detection, which is particularly useful 

to modelize columns in tables with no rulings (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Alignments can be used as separators between columns 

Another major change is the use of ARU-Net [T. Grüning 2018] instead of dhSegment for text-lines 

detection. ARU-Net gives slightly better results on cBAD and on our corpuses. We trained this new deep 

learning-based system on documents from French and German yearbooks to further improve its efficiency 

on printed sources. Detected text-lines are now more precise, which gives better results when detecting 

alignments. 

The same neural network was trained to detect rubric titles in the German yearbook and gives really good 

results (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3: Rubric titles detection with ARU-Net (Handbuch 1914-15, page 105) 

B. Structural analysis of yearbooks 

These tools are the bricks of more complex systems describing entire pages of the yearbooks or price lists. 

Yearbooks from different origins are built following the same structure: a main title containing the name 

of the issuer, followed by several rubrics composed of a title and a content. 

In the French Desfossés yearbook (year 1962) for instance, we can identify rubric titles with capitals and 

semicolon localization. The other lines of the same rubric are always indented to the right and all part of 

the same alignment (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Rubrics detection example on the Desfossés yearbook (1962, tome 2, page 267) 

The same structure is found in the German Handbuch yearbook (1914-1915) with minor differences: 

rubrics titles are not in capital letters, indentation is not necessarily to the right or left, etc. 

With few changes and adaptations to these specificities, the same grammar can be applied to both 

yearbooks, and thus have the same source code and executable for all documents. As indentation is not 

reliable on this yearbook to delimit the beginning of a new rubric, we use ARU-Net to detect rubric titles 

without introducing major differences in the grammar (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5: Rubrics detection example on the Handbuch yearbook (1914-15, page 951) 

C. The specific case of tables and balance sheets 

Alongside the rubrics we can find tables such as the one in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Example of table found in the Desfossés yearbook (1962, page 150) 

These tables take different forms depending on the content and the document they are from, but we can 

break them down to their most basic elements: columns and rows. 

During the extraction task, each table cell should be linked to its row and column, and the information 

they convey. Some tables, such as the ones in the Desfossés, do not have any rulings so we have to rely on 

the text lines to deduct the structure. 

In the case of the Desfossés yearbook, to each column is attached a currency that is usually written just 

below the column title. Columns are vertical alignments, and rows are the concatenation of horizontally 

aligned lines (Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7: Alignments detections in a table 

At first we focused on a specific type of tables that are the balance sheets found in the Desfossés 

(Figure  8). 
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Figure 8: Example of balance sheet found in Desfossés (1962, page 450) 

These tables have a stable structure and unique elements (active and passive sections, total rows and sub-

rows, see Figure 9), and they make use of the majority of the tools in the library:  

- Precise textline detection so they do not get fused between columns; 

- Alignment extraction; 

- Integration of data collected from a commercial OCR so we can use keywords such as the section 

names (“actif”,” passif”) as positional information; 

- Line recognition and reconstruction for detecting the whole lines. 

 
Figure 9: Example of balance sheet analysis: Table title (brown), Columns titles (orange), currency 

(yellow), sections titles (red), rows title (blue), normal cells (cyan) and total cells (green) 

 

Balance sheets are split in sections containing several items (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10: Two sections of a balance sheet. There may be more than two but these are the most common. 

Items either correspond to a row of values or a title for one or more subitems. Each section has a total 

line where values are the sum of the cells right above in the column (Figure 11). 

 
Figure 11: Items and subitems with their respective rows and section total. 

Each column is linked to a currency, based on which one is the nearest (Figure 12). 

 
Figure 12: Example of columns and currencies. 

All in all, each cell contains all this information: its item (row title) and what section it belongs to, its date 

(column title) and what currency it corresponds to, and its own value (Figure 13). 
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Figure 13: All the information extracted for each cell of a balance sheet. 

2.1.2 Evaluation 

A. Evaluation process 

We can evaluate detection and classification of bounding boxes on both the Desfossés and the Handbuch. 

We manually annotated 61 Desfossés pages for 4 classes: 61 titles, 793 rubrics, 52 balance sheets and 70 

other tables. 

We did the same for 35 Handbuch pages with only 2 classes: 47 titles and 524 rubrics (tables extraction is 

not necessary). More pages are to be annotated soon to extend the evaluation corpus. 

As a metric, ZoneMap [O. Galibert 2014] has been chosen because it takes into account overlaps between 

different bounding boxes, and merge/split errors. ZoneMap computes an error score: the objective is to 

get it near zero. It is an interesting score for relative comparison of systems but cannot be interpreted in 

an absolute way: it is not a percentage as bad scores can rise up with no real fixed limit, 1000 or more can 

occur on not well recognized documents). This metric has been used for the evaluation of document 

structure segmentation systems in the international Maurdor competition on the extraction of relevant 

information in scanned documents. Having such a metric helps us keep track of the improvement made in 

the grammar, both for Desfossés and Handbuch, and detect side effects of these modifications. 

B. Results 

Details on the results on the evaluation datasets on the Desfossés and the Handbuch are given in the 

deliverable D7.2. Figure 14 presents examples of entire Desfossés pages analysis. 
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Figure 14: Entire Desfossés pages analysis (1962, pages 267 and 550) 

Figure 15 presents examples of entire Handbuch page analysis. 
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Figure 15: Entire Handbuch pages analysis (1914-15, pages 55 and 801) 

 

2.2 Information Extraction System (Task 7.3) 

2.2.1 System 

 

A. Task description 

Financial yearbooks contain a lot of information organised in rubrics. Each rubric is reporting about specific 

financial information and requires a dedicated extraction module. Some rubrics are simply lists of items 

such as lists of persons for which simple rules encoded with regular expressions may be enough to get the 

information extracted. Some other rubrics are much more difficult to analyse as shown on Figure 16 which 

gives two examples of the rubric "Capital" for both the French and German yearbooks. The two rubrics 

shown on this figure highlight the typical content of financial yearbooks whatever the stock exchange and 

the language used.  

The rubric "Capital" reports the current capital amount of the company, its currency, the number and 

amount of shares that build the total capital amount. Moreover, the rubric "capital" is also reporting the 
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history of the capital by showing capital changes from the creation date of the company. Each capital 

change should occur with the date of change, the new capital value, the currency, the new number of 

shares with their amount. As these named entities are reported through a textual description and not 

placed into a table, a certain variability was introduced in phrasing the text at the time of publication. In 

addition, some information is sometimes partially missing. Figure 16 shows a case where the same tag set 

can be used for French and German. Notice that irrelevant words in the text are labelled with the tag 

"Other", as is the standard convention adopted for information extraction.  

 

Figure 16: Information to be extracted from the rubric Capital for both the French and German yearbooks 

with the tagging conventions shown. 

One other important aspect is related to how these various information should be linked together to 

provide timely coherent n-tuples of information in a tabular form as follows:  

[ date - capital amount - currency - number of shares - amount of share ]  

Such a 5-tuple is made of linked named entities and we wish the extraction process to extract not only 

each individual entity but also its linking attributes with the other entities they relate to.  In this purpose 

we have introduced a specific "Link" tag that serves for tagging every non informative word within a single 

n-tuple, so that a n-tuple is any sequence of tags between two "Other" tags, see Figure 17 below. 

 

Figure 17: Tagging the linked named entities with tag "Link" in blue. 
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B. Statistical models for information extraction 

The proposed models are described in [Swaileh 2020]. A Conditional Random Field (CRF) [Lafferty 2001] 

allows to compute the conditional probability of a sequence of labels 𝑌 = {𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , . . . , 𝑦𝑇} given a 

sequence of input features 𝑋 = {𝑥1, 𝑥2 , . . . , 𝑥𝑇}with the following equation: 

 

where 𝜙𝑘(𝑦𝑡−1, 𝑦𝑡 , 𝑥, 𝑡) is a feature function that maps the entire input sequence of features 𝑋 paired 

with the entire output sequence of labels 𝑌 to some d-dimensional feature vector. Weight parameters wk 

are optimised during training. The normalisation factor 𝑍0 is introduced to make sure that the sum of all 

conditional probabilities is equal to 1. Once the optimal weights �̂� are estimated, the most likely sequence 

of output labels �̂�for a given sequence of input features 𝑋 is estimated as follows: 

 

CRF have been introduced for Natural Language Processing by considering binary features. 𝜙(𝑦𝑡−1, 𝑦𝑡 , 𝑥, 𝑡) 

is a binary feature function that is set to 1 when labels and input tokens match a certain property. We use 

a 5 tokens width sliding window and a set of 33 × 5handcrafted templates that describe the text 

information. 

In the literature, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) architectures have been introduced so as to learn token 

embeddings. These embeddings are then used in place of the handcrafted features in a CRF model. Most 

of the state of the art NER systems use pre-trained word embeddings with a standard BLSTM-CRF setup 

[Akbik 2018, Grover 2008, Lample 2016, Huang 2015]. In addition to pre-trained word embeddings Lample 

et al. have introduced character-level word embeddings so as to circumvent possible out of vocabulary 

words. Similarly Peter et al. introduced contextual word embeddings extracted from a multi-layer 

bidirectional language model of tokens (biLM). Recently, Akbik et al. have used the internal states of two 

LSTM character language models to build contextual word embeddings, namely contextual string 

embeddings. Compared to other state of the art systems, this model is able to provide embeddings to any 

word and not only the known vocabulary words of the training set. Each language model consists of a 

single layer of 2048 Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) cells. A language model estimates the probability 

P(x0:T ) of a sequence of characters (x0; : : : ; xT , x0:T ) with the following equation. 

 

where 𝑃(𝑥𝑡/𝑥0:𝑡−1)is the probability of observing a character given its past. A forward language model 

computes the conditional probability using the LSTM hidden states as follows:  
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where represents a view of the LSTM of the past sequence of characters of character xt while  represents 

the model parameters. Similarly, a backward language model computes the probability in the reverse 

direction as follows:  

 

The word embedding 𝑤𝑖 of word 𝑖 that starts at character 𝑥𝑏 and ends at character xe in the sentence is 

obtained by the concatenation of the hidden states of the forward and the backward LM as follows: 

 

Notice that the two character language models can be trained on un-annotated large corpora as they are 

trained to predict the next/previous character. Then, following the architecture proposed in [Akbik 2018], 

we use a hybrid BILSTM/CRF model for named entity recognition. A word level BLSTM captures word 

context in the sentence and its internal state feeds a CRF in place of handcrafted features. The word BLSTM 

is fed by the string embedding representation. This BILSTM/CRF architecture is trained on for each specific 

Named Entity Recognition task, while it is fed by the string embedding representation that is pre-trained 

on a large corpus of the language chosen. In the following experiments we used pre-trained string 

embeddings proposed by the authors for French and German. 

C.  Active learning scheme  

Due to the lack of annotated data, we have introduced an active learning scheme [Settles 2009]. First, we 

start by training the extraction model with a few annotated examples. The trained model is then used to 

predict the annotation of all the unseen examples of the test data set. These automatically annotated 

examples are sorted according to their labelling score. The examples with a labelling score higher than 0.9 

are used as additional training examples to the first training data set for a new training iteration. The 

examples with a labelling score less than 0.5 are considered as bad examples. Then a small set of those 

bad examples are annotated manually for enhancing the capacity of the extraction model towards these 

bad examples. Figure 18 below describes the active learning system architecture.  
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Figure 18: General architecture of the named entity extraction system, with human interaction in an 

active learning loop. 

2.2.2 Evaluation 

For the time being, evaluations have been conducted on a limited amount of annotated data. More 

experiments should be conducted when more annotated data will be available. This will be possible when 

the web annotation interface will be made accessible to the final users so as to allow an easy consultation 

/ validation / correction experience of the extraction results. As the annotation interface was under 

development during this period (see next section below), we came to a less flexible way of annotating the 

extraction results through exchanging spreadsheets. 

In order to have an overview, although limited for now, of the information extraction system performance 

experiments have been conducted on two selected corpora, namely the French Desfossé 1962 and the 

German Handbuch 1914-15 yearbooks (see deliverable D7.1 for a detailed description of the corpora 

selected). The illustrations below come from these two yearbooks. It is interesting to notice that despite 

their different layout, they are organized very similarly in terms of rubrics and the type of information one 

can find in each rubric.  

From these considerations, the system performance have been evaluated on these two yearbooks on two 

particular rubrics that exhibit some difficulties in terms of specification, namely the capital rubrics (Capital 

and Kapital) and the constitution rubrics (Constitution and Gegründet). The results illustrate perfectly the 

strength of the machine learning approach that we propose. These evaluations highlight different aspects 

of the system: 1- strength of the BLSTM-CRF hybrid algorithm; 2- capacity for extracting linked entities and 

not only isolated entities; 3- interest of the active learning scheme and user interaction; and 4- capacity to 

deal with different languages in a transparent manner. 
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CAPITAL rubric named entity extraction: The information to be extracted from this rubric are every capital 

amount, currencies and change dates. The tag set was derived from the examples in Figure 16.  

Kapital rubric named entity extraction: Kapital rubric contains the same set of named entities to be 

extracted as for the CAPITAL rubric. In addition, two new named entities have been considered; Cap-decr 

and Cap-incr. These two labels refer to an increase or a decrease of the capital. In deliverable D7.2 - Table 

3  we show the extraction results on the CAPITAL and Kapital rubrics and using the CRF and the BLSTM-

CRF extraction models. We observe very good performance on the CAPITAL rubric with both the CRF and 

the BLSTM-CRF model with small differences. For every entity we obtain precision and recall higher than 

95% while the average F1-score is higher than 96%. We also observe similar excellent performance on the 

Kapital rubric. However, the BLSTM-CRF model performs better than the CRF model. Both the CRF and the 

BLSTM. 

CONSTITUTION rubric names entity extraction: One example is illustrated on Figure 19 below. From this 

rubric, we want to extract information about the company legal status, the date of creation, the period of 

activity and expiration date if applicable. We have introduced nine tags for this rubric, defined as follows: 

1) ini-status: initial legal status of the company once created. 2) ini-startdate: the company creation date. 

3) ini-enddate: the company expiration date. 4) ini-period: the company activity period. 5) chg-status: the 

changed legal status of the company. 6) chg-startdate: the start date of the changed legal status of the 

company. 7) chg-enddate: the end date of the changed legal status of the company. 9) link: the linking tag. 

In deliverable D7.2 - table 4 we report the results on the CONSTITUTION rubric using the CRF and BLSTM-

CRF models. Due to the small size of the training data set, the results show lower performance compared 

to those reported on the CAPITAL and Kapital rubrics. 

 

Figure 19: One example of the Constitution rubric found on the Desfossés 1962 yearbook. 

Entity linking 

Once the entities have been extracted, we link them into tuples called chunks. We consider three different 

chunks on the CAPITAL and Kapital rubrics; 1) the ini-chunk consists of the ini-date, ini-amount and 

currency labelled tokens. 2) the chg-chunk includes the chg-date, chg-amount and currency labelled 

tokens. 3) the last-chunk enclose last-amount and currency labelled tokens. Notice that the date 

associated with the last-amount entity is the date of the yearbook (1962), and for this reason we don't 

consider extracting this information. 

We experimented two methods for linking the entities into chunks. The minimum distance method 

regroups entities with their closest neighbour entity. Using the link tag, we are able to learn how to link 

the entities. We then consider a sequence of linked entities, as entities of the same chunk. The two 
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methods have been evaluated on the CAPITAL rubric using the CRF model, see deliverable D7.2 - table 5. 

The results show better performance when using the learned tag link.  

Active learning 

To show the effectiveness of the active learning scheme, we conducted three experiments on the CAPITAL 

rubric of the French Desfossés 1962 Yearbook. During these experiments, we used 200 manually 

annotated examples for evaluating the performance of the trained models. 

From the first experiment we have evaluated how increasing the size of the training dataset on the 

performance. The more data the better the performance. 

In the second experiment, we studied the effect of increasing the training dataset with the examples 

labelled by the model it-self whose labelling score is higher than 0.9. From this second experiment, we can 

say that the model learns better from the same examples by specialising to almost similar examples, 

whereas it does not cope with rare examples that the system does not . To tackle this problem, the training 

dataset must contain more heterogeneous examples.  

We introduced this notion in the third experiment during which we not only inject labelled data with high 

scores but also some poorly labelled examples with a labelling score < 0.5 (C10) which are manually 

corrected and then introduced in the training dataset for the next training iteration. After five active 

learning iterations, we observe a quick increase of recall and F1-score with a slight degradation of precision 

(see table 1). In comparison with the results obtained from the first experiment, we observe that with only 

30 automatically selected and manually annotated examples and three training iterations, the 

performance reaches the performance obtained during the first experiment. 

2.2.3 Specification of tags for each rubric 

In order to categorise the information inside the text of each section of the yearbooks, the CRF model uses 

a set of tags in order to labelise the data as instructed. A set of tags is the list of items that we wish to 

extract from the text in a coherent way. This can be any range of items like for example the FoundingDate 

or the CapitalAmount of an enterprise. Every yearbook has its own way of writing and although many 

rubrics are similar in the sense of reading, some others have their information written in a different way 

for the same idea. 

In order for us to be able to understand the items to be extracted, we make a first meeting and a first draft 

of the specifications of the corpus. We also decide the priority of the rubrics to treat in order to have an 

organised list of rubrics to work on. As for now, the two yearbooks that have been treated are the French 

Yearbook Desfossés 1962 and the German Yearbook Handbuch 1914-1915. For both yearbooks a lot of 

communication was needed between LITIS and the economist/historian groups of each country. This 

interaction involved the understanding of the information, creating an optimal list of tags for each rubric 

of their yearbook and even more understanding the language and specific expressions of certain texts. 

This process takes many iterations, mostly because of the size a yearbook and the quantity of pages. This 

means that even if a specification document was done, there have always been some special cases that 
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were hard to find in the yearbook and so extra consultation was needed in order to know how to proceed 

with these new cases. 

The specification documents for the two Yearbooks have been written: 

- Specification Document for the French Yearbook Desfossés 1962 

- Specification Document for the German Yearbook Handbuch 1914-1915 

It is important to keep in mind that the tag definition is crucial before any data can be labelled or used. 

There the best strategy to adopt in order to be efficient is for the economist/historic group to understand 

what they want to extract, and the complexity of each rubric. 

2.2.4 Labelled Datasets 

Once the list of rubrics is declared, the tags are decided and the understanding of the rubrics is done, we 

started the first step which is the annotation of the first dataset. This dataset is used to test the system 

and get a feedback about the performance and understand how much more data is needed. We present 

in table 1 and table 2 the different rubrics that have been treated for each yearbook as well as the quantity 

of examples that were needed. 

French Yearbook Desfossés 1962 

TREATED RUBRIC LABELED RUBRICS FOR THE SYSTEM 

Administrators 189 

Headquarters 190 

Founding 161 

Capital 317 

Operations 96 

Sales 175 

Financial Year 114 

Coupons 173 

Table 1: Treated rubrics with number of labelled examples  

on the French Desfossés 1962 yearbook 
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German Yearbook Handuch 1914-1915 

TREATED RUBRIC LABELED RUBRICS FOR THE SYSTEM 

Capital 195 

Founding 900 

Financial Year 598 

Balance Sheet 130 

Voting Right 671 

Table 2: Treated rubrics with number of labelled examples  

on the German Yearbook Handbuch 1914-1915 

2.2.5 Annotation Interface  

In order to visualise, correct and validate the numerous pages and data that is treated in the yearbooks, a 

new interface has been developed as a way to facilitate the different needs towards these documents. 

This EURHISFIRM WP7 Data Extraction Viewer interface contains different features for navigating as well 

as visualising the data extracted from the documents, a login account is needed in order to access most of 

these features. 

Search and Filter specific documents 

The home page of the interface allows the user to select any collection or yearbook that will be available 

in the interface as well as filter them by the desired category (ex: Capital, Administrators, etc…). Since the 

interface is also a way to produce data for the Information Extraction System, it is also possible to filter 

the documents by non-validated and validated pages. This way the correct data will remain untouched for 

data extraction and also for learning material for the system. 

http://litis-eurhisfirm.univ-rouen.fr/
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Figure 20: Search and Filter feature of the interface 

Visualisation of a document 

The visualisation of the documents has been designed according to the structure of the document, 

respecting its order and segmentation of paragraphs and categories as well as tables that are printed in 

the pages. Each page will contain different section titles in English and also in its mother language. This 

will facilitate the lecture of the document by other members of different countries. Once a section has 

been chosen, its content will be highlighted and pointed in order to show its location in the page and the 

text will be shown right away. 
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Figure 21: Visualisation of the sections of a document in English       

Visualisation of a textual section 

Once the text from the section has been clicked, the user will then arrive at the correction interface. This 

page will show the selected text and the proper tools for correcting the data as well as validating it and 

getting the result of the tagging in an extraction table. The procedure to correct any data follows a simple 

coloring tool linked to a certain label. The user will read the text and then proceed to click on the different 

labels and color the text in order for the Extraction System to digest the information and transform it into 

a result table. 

The result table uses the chunks in order to construct the entries of information. A chunk, as previously 

mentioned, is the group of tags in a phrase that are different from “O”. As the text is corrected, the 

interface will reconstruct the result table immediately to reflect the new changes that were made and 

understand the changes that were made. This will give fast feedback to the user about the tagging done 

and also help him understand how the algorithm works to create this table. 

The extraction table is the visual representation of the extracted data that will be produced by the 

interface which will be then sent to the main database for later analysis by other teams. 
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Figure 22: Visualisation of the correction interface for a textual section 

The step by step to manipulate the correction interface is the following (together with the next figure): 

1. Click on a desired tag that will be used for marking the words. 

2. Click on the words to change, the color box will change and also a black thin border will show the 

words that have been corrected 

3. Click on the save icon in the lower part of the page in order to apply the changes 

4. Visualise the new correction in the extraction table just below the text 
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Figure 23: Use of the correction interface 

Visualisation of a tabular section 

In the document section page, the user will also be able to click on sections containing tabular information. 

This information is contained in a table and structured in a special way for regrouping the different types 

of data in it. The information will be grouped depending on the type of table. In the following example, 

the table in question is the BalanceSheet table from the Desfossés French Yearbook. The table is divided 

first by Assets and Liabilities, then each part will contain the different items that belong to it. So far now 

we can have an Asset from the Assets Part, and then this item will hold the different amounts of money 

for it, in the different years that the table shows. Inside the correction interface, the user will be able to 

visualise the different entries for that item and also visualise the table of information to be extracted. 
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Figure 24: Visualisation of the correction interface for a table section 

 

Towards a more friendly interface 

This interface was recently developed and so it solves the biggest problems we had before for navigating 

through the data, visualising it and correcting it. However, no user group has been asked for feedback or 

new ideas for this interface, and so the next step is to evolve this interface towards the most friendly 

possible for the user and so it should be validated by the users who will depend on it to analyse the 

different data from the yearbooks. 
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3 Price list data extraction system 

The second system focuses on data extraction into price lists. This system is decomposed on two main 

tasks: the document structure recognition using a cross validation module, and the definition of a general-

purpose text recognizer (OCR). In the context of the ANR project HBDEX (Exploitation of Big Historical Data 

for the Digital Humanities: application to financial data), we develop a system to extract data in price lists. 

This system has been first tested on price lists that come from Paris unofficial market: “la Coulisse”. In the 

context of the EurHisFirm project, we generalise this work on official price lists from Paris and Brussels. 

3.1 Document Structure Recognition (Task 7.2) 

3.1.1 System  

The first step of our system is a structural analysis of pages. This structural analysis is done with a 

combination of deep-learning and syntactic approaches. In order to localize text lines within the page, we 

use an existing system based on deep learning, called Aru-Net [Grüning 2018]. Aru-Net is a fully 

convolutional network which follows a U-net architecture with residual blocks. Aru-Net produces images 

in which each pixel has a probability of belonging to a text-line (Figure 25 (b)). Text-lines are then extracted 

from the probability maps produced by the network thanks to simple filtering operations (gaussian filter 

and hysteresis thresholding).  

 

Figure 25: Example of text line extraction in a stock price lists document. (a) Image to be processed - (b) 

Probability map for text-line in this image - (c) Extracted text-lines 

We then use the localised text-lines and vertical rulings (extract with a Kalman filter) as terminals of a 

grammatical description. We describe the price-list structure in a general way. Our description can be 

applied on documents of “La Coulisse” (Paris unofficial price-list), Paris official price-list (“Le Parquet”) and 

Brussels price-list. In Figure 26 one can see the results of the structural analysis.  
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Figure 26: Columns localisation - Section localisation - Table row localisation  

In order to be generic enough, we do not precise the number of columns expected or physical indications 

like the width of each column in our description. However, in noisy documents, our grammatical 

description makes errors.  

On Figure 27, one can see that the error produced on the 29th June 1899 can be corrected if we consider 

the context of the days before and the days after. 

 

Figure 27: Columns localisation - Section localisation - Table row localisation  

To take advantage of the sequentiality of the collection and correct errors in noisy documents, we design 

a global strategy. Our global strategy is based on an iterative process (see Figure 28). The aim of each 

iteration is to recognize and validate a structural element of the documents: columns, sections, stock 

names (table entry), other fields. 
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Figure 28: Overview of the global strategy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29: Interaction between the modules of the strategy 

An iteration is composed of different steps (see Figure 29): 

- (1) A first structural analysis of each document. This analysis relies on a combination of deep-

learning and syntactical approach (see Figure 26). With this analysis, we extract different 

knowledge from the documents and produce questions for the other modules (OCR and cross-

validation module) with an interaction formalism [Chazalon 2011]. 
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- (2)/(3) The OCR answers questions about the transcription of text-lines localized with the 

grammatical description. 

- (4)/(5) The cross-validation module takes all structural knowledge obtained with the grammar as 

input. Then, the module processes the knowledge together in order to determine some 

properties: the expected width and the expected title of each column. 

- (6) The answers of the different questions are injected in the grammatical description. 

 

3.1.2 Evaluation 

In this section we present some qualitative results of the page analyzer (grammatical description) on Paris 

official market (“Le Parquet”) and on Brussels official lists. Quantitative results of two experiments done 

on Paris unofficial price-lists in the context of the HBDEX project are presented in the deliverable D7.2. 

These experiments show the interest of our global strategy.  

A. Evaluation on “La Coulisse” 

We test our global strategy on 2 subset of the collection of “La Coulisse” (see deliverable D7.2). On Figure 

30 some qualitative results are presented. The correction/validation of columns is important to continue 

the analysis without accumulating errors. Notably the errors done on example of Figure 30(b) can have 

important consequences on the next steps of the analysis because all columns are shifted. Therefore, 

without an automatic correction, a wrong treatment (ex: wrong language model for text recognition) will 

be applied on each column. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 30: Qualitative results: Improvement obtained with our strategy 

(a)Left: one column from the next page is detected - (a)Right: with our strategy, it is not in the table 

(b)Left: two first columns not detected due to folding - (b)Right: with our strategy, they are detected  

 

So far, we apply and test the cross-validation mechanism on columns recognition.  In further work, we will 

apply a similar process on the other elements we want to extract: sections, stocks names, other fields. 
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B. First evaluation on Paris and Brussels official lists 

 

 

 

 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    (a)             (b) 

Figure 31: Results of table structure recognition on Paris (a) and Brussels (b) price-lists 

On Figure 31, one can see the first results of the grammatical description on price-lists from Paris on Figure 

31(a) and Brussels on Figure 31(b).  In further work, we will adapt the grammatical description to take into 

account the specificity of these collections: recognition of double tables, recognition of sections titles that 

cross tables rulings, recognition of stocks of several table rows… This adaptation will be done using the 

same approach as for yearbooks: a general description of price lists including specificities from one corpus 

as light as possible to guarantee a fast adaptation of the system to a new corpus. 

 

 

3.2 General-purpose text recognizer (OCR)   (Task 7.3) 

3.2.1 System 

We design our own Deep Learning based-OCR platform. It is built on convolutional neural networks (CNN) 

combined with bilateral recurrent Neural Networks layers. Training is performed using the CTC 

(Connectionist Temporal Classification) loss function. Outputs can be parsed (Viterbi Beam Search) using 

different language models depending on the context of use within the document. Language models can 
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encode lists of possible stock names, or the syntactic rules used to write specific information such as prices, 

dates, etc. 

This description follows the model declared as well as the language model in the deliverable D7.1: general 

software libraries. Since the system uses machine learning to understand the written context of the 

images, new data had to be given to the OCR as a way for it to see more examples and have a wider 

understanding of the data. The images treated in this project are a group of different papers and fonts 

that were used at the time of the creation of the original paper data, and thus making it harder for the 

OCR to be able to understand certain texts in different scenarios. 

3.2.2 First instance of the system 

The OCR was first trained on pages from the French Pricelist La Coulisse. This was the first data to be 

available for use since the images used for its training came from the segmentation of the system Task 7.2. 

These pages are also in use for the French national project ANR “HBDEX: Exploitation of Big Historical Data 

for the Digital Humanities: application to financial data”.  

The advantage of this first data is to make our OCR perform very accurately on the different types of 

papers, fonts and characters of this corpus. This strategy will reward us with a generic OCR which will not 

be specialized and thus ready for adaptation of other corpuses. If we started from zero for every corpus, 

we would have undergone the same procedure of annotating a big volume of data for the OCR to start 

behaving correctly, and only in that corpus. Having a generic OCR from the beginning allows us to shift into 

any corpus easily with the least amount of data possible. This way we will be able to easily detect any 

problems in a new corpus, annotate a few pages and quickly adapt the OCR towards the new context. 

3.2.3 Towards a more generic system 

The first data used to train the OCR was produced from a Commercial OCR that is suited for modern papers 

and modern fonts. Therefore, any produced data had a small number of mistakes which gave the OCR a 

better performance but not perfect. In order to tackle this problematic, hand-labelled data was needed to 

be produced. Using the segmentation from Task 7.2, two years were treated for testing and further 

learning: 1899 and 1924. 

During this exercise, the first year treated was 1924. The first version of the OCR trained from this data 

and reached a common problem called “over-learning”. This causes the OCR to learn a new sort of data so 

well, that when used in the same context, it gets almost perfect accuracy but then when tested in other 

types of images, its accuracy decreases. 

The next step was to begin the annotation of another year: 1899. The OCR had errors in the recognition of 

characters in this year and so a new annotation was made for this year and so a new dataset for the OCR 

to learn and become more general towards the analysis of the images that are given to it. 

The hand-labelled data produced for the new learning iteration was: 

● 5,000 line images from the Coulisse 1899 papers 

● 70,000 line images from the Coulisse 1924 
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This new datasets and models can be visualised in the following figure: 

 

 
Figure 32: Learning strategy for the OCR with the new datasets 

Size of data 

For the latest Mixed dataset that contains around 12.000 images, it is important to remember that one 

image is equal to a single line of text entry in a column of a page, so a Price list page could contain from 

700 to 1800 entries (and so images).  

Thus, for the creation of a dataset, there will be a need for annotating at least 12 pages. 

Conclusion 

From these experimentations, we have concluded that the best strategy to adopt in order to have a precise 

OCR is to show as many different examples as possible to the system for it to learn all the different 

variations of the pages, characters, fonts and interpretations. This includes the task of exploring different 

corpuses, checking for ruptures in the type of images and pages and creating a sufficient volume of data 

to be labelled by hand. Also, in case of further specialisation it should be kept in mind that it will be needed 

to annotate some more pages in order to adapt the system to a more specific context that is not 

considered as general as the others. 

3.2.4 Annotation Interface  

A new interface was deployed in order to facilitate the correction of images. The segmented images are 

being transformed into a special format of XML files called ALTO and METS. These formats are used for 

document descriptions which include the positioning of lines and text, columns or rows, paragraphs or 

sections. Also, the logic point of view which translates to the structuring of the information that is going 

to be visualised in the interface. The combination of both is what makes the annotating interface have a 
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precise manipulation of data while also giving it a logical point of view required to read the document as 

it is intended to be. 

 

 
Figure 33: The correction interface for hand labelling data 

The interface also comes with a user login feature in order to track changes and also allow more features 

like error detection in the chosen document and easier correction of data. Anonymous users can also 

correct the data, however they will have to enter a Captcha in order to prove that they’re human.  

 

At any point, the data corrected in the interface can be retrieved in order for it to be used for evaluating 

purposes, improving the dataset for later learning, or well for direct learning to the OCR model. 

 
Figure 34: Day after and day before feature 

In case of doubt in the page, it is always a good idea to compare the same item in the pages of the next 

day or the day before. In order to allow the user easy access to simultaneous pages, the interface allows 

the user to click on the desired entry and check the other pages in order to facilitate the correction of the 

item. 
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